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Course outline 

The course "Brand management in the new consumer world" offers students the opportunity 
to apply conceptual frameworks and tools from marketing and brand management at real life 
challenges for consumer brands. Building on the fundamentals of brand management (from 
brand definition to key success factors of long-lasting brands) and deep insights on current 
developments and trends in the consumer industry, the students will be able to develop 
concrete implications and recommendations for brands to further strengthen their relevance 
by putting the consumer (back) into the core and center of the thinking and acting.  

Next to some lectures on the fundamentals (marketing, branding, consumer industry), we will 
work in smaller groups and ensure sufficient time for open discussions and joint problem 
solving to allow every student to proactively understand and shape the insights. Examples 
from leading brands on their journey to a more direct to consumer world will help to make the 
insights tangible and concrete. Guest speaker from one of these leading brands will provide 
first-hand experiences on how this looks like within a consumer company and how these 
companies/brands are facing these challenges and opportunities. 

The students will have the opportunity to apply their knowledge in a concrete case situation 
with the objective to leave the course equipped with a good understanding of the dynamics of 
brands and consumers and a toolkit of frameworks and concepts to be applied when 
supporting a leading brand.  
 
 
Structure of the course 

After a quick recap on the fundamentals of marketing, brand definition and brand building, a 
deep dive into the success factors of some of the most valuable and loved brands in this 
world will provide an overview on past success factors and value creation levers. Students 
will get a methodology to measure brand strength and value as well as tools to assess 
company value creation over a longer period of time. This chapter on success factors of the 
past and previous value creation will be followed by a joint discussion whether these factors 
and levers are still valid for the future or have to be redefined.  

Building on the fundamentals of marketing & brand management and value creation, we will 
have a first teamwork to apply these techniques to concrete brands with the objective to 
experience the fundamental changes to our consumer world at well know, loved brands.  

Based on the experiences from the first teamwork, the students will be provided with 
concrete insights on how the consumer world is changing from disruptive trends to horizontal 
ecosystems to new models and roles for leading consumer brands. The fundamentals of 
brand management in the future. Concrete examples from leading brands including insights 
from a senior manager from one of these brands will complement the package to be 
equipped to manage a brand for future success. 

For the final examination student teams (groups of 4) will be assigned with a real brand 
which is facing the challenges learned over the course and been asked to develop a new 



marketing concept for this brand to succeed going forward. The teams will focus on a 
concrete go to market strategy for this brand reflecting the changing consumer behaviors and 
channel shifts outlined earlier in the course. Teams will prepare a final recommendation to be 
presented at the end of the course.  
 
 
The learning objectives of this course include: 

- Recap some of the fundamentals of marketing, brand definition, and brand 
management 

- Understand the dynamics of the consumer industry, key value drivers, and the key 
trends affecting the industry (from direct to consumer to digitization to …) 

- Learn the tools and frameworks needed to manage a brand in this new environment – 
from direct to consumer communication to channel management to building an 
ecosystem around the connected consumer 

- Be able to apply the tool kit of brand management outlined above to the changing 
consumer world … 

- …. and by doing so being able to help leading brands resetting their priorities and 
implementing new ways to strengthen the brand and the consumer connection 

- Manage a specific task within a given period of time and deliver the end products 
against expectations 

- Work in a team and build a high performing collaboration model   
 
 
Teaching method/format 

The course will consist of workshops involving a variety of teaching approaches including 
group exercises, discussions, presentations, videos, and guest speakers. 
 
 
Date and Venue 

- The lecture is offered as a block course on three days 

- Friday, October 29, 2021, WiSo Uni Köln (Sibille-Hartmann-Straße, Room -1.501), 
8.00am – 1.30pm (kick-off, lecture on brand management and brand challenges, 
team assignment, 1st teamwork) 

- Friday, November 5, 2021, WiSo Uni Köln (Sibille-Hartmann-Straße, Room 6.207), 
8.00am – 6pm (lecture on key trends and implications, case examples, guest lecture, 
briefing for examination case) 

- Friday, December 3, 2021, WiSo Uni Köln (Sibille-Hartmann-Straße, Room -1.501), 
8.00am – 6pm (final student case presentation, closing) 

 
 
Working requirements and assessment method 

Students are required to work on the assigned project, prepare an executive summary and a 
presentation of their work (in groups), present it in class, and actively participate in class 
discussions. Grades will be based on the presentation and subsequent Q&A (oral 
examination) (80%), as well as the written executive summary (20%). 
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